Dependence of dissolution rate on surface area: is a simple linear relationship valid for co-compressed drug mixtures?
A quantitative analysis of the dependence of dissolution rate on the relative surface area occupied by two non-interacting drug mixtures from co-compressed slabs is described. The results from the experimental dissolution rates of each component from naproxen/phenytoin co-compressed slabs under laminar flow conditions, when corrected for the area occupied by that component in the slab, contradict the stagnant layer model predictions, where dissolution rates are assumed to be directly proportional to the occupied surface area. Simulations from non-mixed co-compressates of naproxen and phenytoin indicated that dissolution rates are proportional to bL2/3, as reported for pure compounds in the laminar dissolution apparatus by Shah and Nelson. However, for a well mixed co-compressate, which differs with the non-mixed case only in the distribution of particles, this proportionality did not hold. The deviation was explained by 'carryover' of material from one section of the component to the next due to fluid flow, resulting in an increase in apparent effective length of the component in the slab (Leff).